Call for Volunteers

Dear Colleagues,

The following Recruitment Notice for Region 1 for NCLEX Lexicon Panel has been received from the National Council of State Boards of Nursing (NCSBN):

NCSBN is seeking to fulfill two vacancies (one educator & one practitioner) on its Lexicon Panel from Canadian Region 1. Panelists are recommended to NCSBN by the regulators within each jurisdiction. The panel consists of nine members, an educator, practitioner and regulator from each of the three Canadian Regions.

The Lexicon Panel’s purpose is to reconcile translation issues from the translation review panels through consensus that will be added to the lexicon to be used in the translation of NCLEX items into Canadian French. The panel convenes at least once a year.

Panelist Criteria:
Nurse Educators & Practitioners
• Be fluently bilingual in both Canadian French and English;*
• Be either a nurse educator, a practicing RN or a nurse regulator;
• Be currently licensed/registered in a Canadian jurisdiction (educators and practitioners); and
• Be employed as an RN for at least two years.

*Canadian regulators will use criteria identified by the CCRNR Exam Committee to determine fluency in Canadian French and English.

Identify your interest by submitting your resume with your RN number and complete contact information to Karen Rhodes, Administrative Assistant, at krhodes@sma.org, along with a cover letter identifying how you meet each of the criteria noted above.

Deadline for submissions is March 10, 2020.

The SRNA will submit a list of interested applicants to NCSBN, who will in turn notify applicants if they have been selected to be on the NCLEX Lexicon Panel.